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Apple’s latest  
This month at their latest keynote presentation, Apple revealed 
the newest products in two of their product lines, the iPhone and 
Mac Pro, revamped in new form factors. 

Mac Pac
 The new Mac Pro is actually a 6-pack, much like a 6-pack 
of soda, and is affectionately called the Mac Pac. They’re basically 
6 small mac pros approximately the size of Arizona Iced Tea cans 
and can function as individual computers, but are more powerful 
when combined in that ugly plastic connector.  Of course, Apple 
has continued with its minimalism and has removed all other 
ports besides the power and their thunderbolt ports, forcing the 
users to buy their own monitors, which run at around $1000.  
Additionally, they offer no actual performance gains over the 
previous model, so this acts simply as a remodeling over the 
previous generation.            $3,000-$12,000, apple.com
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Consumer Comments 

Every time a new product is 
released, we here at ATB turn 
to the consumers to get their 
feedback and opinions on the 
latest in tech. 

“Pretty cool I guess”
“I have no idea how I’m going 
to lug around this microwave, 
but I’ll find a way, I guess. After 
all, it does have an Apple 
logo,” writes an excited fan in 
line for the latest iPhone.  “My 
contract isn’t even up for the 
iPhone 6S, but that’s just the 
cost of having the latest tech, 
isn't it?” he proudly states as 
he pays the $300 upgrade fee 
on top of the already 
expensive phone.  

“Coolest mistake I’ve 
made… I think”
We spoke to a Fraternity 
member at a local college and 
this is what he had to say.  “I 
accidentally picked up [The 
Mac Pac] when on a beer run 
for my buddies. Somehow I 
missed the $3000 price tag on 
what appeared to be 
unmarked cans of beer.”
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iPhone 7
 Being revamped annually since their debut in 2007, the 
iPhone redefined what it meant to be a phone, and spawned a 
market full of cellular devices seeking to go beyond the normal 
call of duty of a phone.  This year, Apple breaks new ground with 
their latest reinvention, nicknamed the iCrowave by some fans.  
Combining the iPhone with a microwave and a few other 
interesting gadgets, Apple seems to have addressed a few issues 
consumers had with the previous model, such as small screen size 
and little functionality differences from previous models.  Apple 
hopes to aim this product at an increasingly lazy consumer base, 
designing it as a perfect device for the average american’s coffee 
table. “Americans don’t move much more anyways, so we designed 
with the living room experience in mind,” said CEO Tim Cook.

      $300-$800, apple.com
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